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Elegant top hats and fancy boaters, whimsical berets and sophisticated cloches, sporty caps and

something for the chef: these charming miniature hats are perfect for dolls, teddy bears...and just to

show off! Complete patterns for each one, along with instructions on equipment, collars, seams,

cutting, notches, batting, and other materials make the task simple. Bonus: instructions on making a

hat stand, so you can display your creations! 128 pages (all in color), 8 1/2 x 10.
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In her hat-making classes, Waring used miniature hats to illustrate sewing techniques. The

miniature hats attracted such interest that she began to develop small-hat designs and to teach

miniature hat-making for dolls, teddy bears, or just for display on a hat form. This book--the first this

reviewer has seen on the subject--includes profusely illustrated, step-by-step instructions for 18

different hat styles, including top hats, baseball caps, berets, cloches, chef's hats, boaters, and

elaborate Easter Parade creations. Depending on the types of fabric and adornments used, an

astonishing variety of hats can result from the same pattern. Instructions for making a cardboard hat

stand for displaying the finished hats makes miniature hat making an excellent pastime even for

those who do not sew doll clothes. Recommended for public libraries. Copyright 1999 Reed

Business Information, Inc.

While I liked this book and I really do.... The title is very misleading in calling this book Hats in



Miniature, but that could be my mistake... I was thinking dollhouse miniatures.. This book has a lot

of great patterns for dolls and teddy bears.... Not small ones, but I am sure you could shrink the

patterns down(a lot) if you were very determined and precise to turn them into 1:12 scale miniature

size... That being said there are a lot of good patterns here.. I was just expecting something else

due to the title.

Excited to learn more. Book looks like a useful tool in the process.

ok

I LOVE THIS BOOK!!!!!!!!!!!!!! I highly recommend this book for anyone who loves to sew, design

etc. Whether its for dolls, teddybears or just by itself this book is the very best out there for this type

of interest. Thank you so much . This book is well worth the price...................Veronica Gigante

The instructions were clear and concise . The book made making hats very easy

Love this book, easy to understand and great ideas

love this book and the patterns look easy enough... a great way to start hat making.. I do

recommend this book

Good starter book on mini millinery.
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